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DON'T BE FOOLED BY ME 

Don't' be;··fooled by me, don't be fooled by the face I wear for I wear a 1,000 
ir.~.~k_s •. 

Masks that I'm afraid to take off and none of them are me. Pretending is an 
act, second nature with me, but don't be fooled. I give the impression that I 
am secure, that all is sunny and unruffled with me, within as well as without. 
That confidence is nty name and coolness my game. That the water fs calm and I 
am fn comand and that I need no-one, but don't be.lefve me please. 

My ·surface may seem smooth, but nty mask beneath this lfes no complacence, be
neath dwells the real me, fn confusion, fn fear and aloness, but I hide this I 
don't want anyone to know ft. I panf c at the thought of nty weakness and my 
fear of being exposed. That's why I frantically try to create a mask to hide 
behind. A nonchalent, sophistf cated facade to help me pretend, to shield me 
from the glance that knows. But just a glance is precisely D1Y salvation and I 
know it. That is ff it is followed by acceptance and love. I'm afraid you 
will think less of me. That you will laugh at me and your laugh· woul'd kill 
me. 

I'm afraid that deep down I am no good that I am nothing and that you will see 
this and reject me. ,So I play 11\Y game, my desperate game with a facade of as
surance without, and a trembling child within and my life becomes a front. 

I idly chatter to you in the suave tones of surface, too. I tell you every
thinV that f s really nothing of what• s everything. I tel 1 you nothf ng of 
what s crying wi.thin me. So, when I am going through nty routine, do not be 
fooled by what I'm saying. Please 1 fsten carefully and try to hear what I'm 
saying, what I would like to be able to say, what for survival I must say, but 
what I cannot say. I dislike hiding. Honestly, I dislike this superficial 
game I am playing. this phoney game. I would really like to be genuine, spon
taneous and me. But you• ve got to he 1 p me. You've got to ho 1 d out your hand 
to me even when that's the last thing I seem to want. Only you can wipe away 
from ~ eyes the blank stares of breathing death. Only you can call me in 
aliveness. Each time you are kind and gentle and really care, my heart begins 
to sprout wings. Very small wings, very feeble wings, but wings with your 
sensitivity and sympathy and your power of understanding, you can breath life 
into me. 

I want you to know how important you are to me. How you can be the creator of 
the person that's me ff you choose to. Please, please, choose to. 



You alone can break down the wall behind which I tremble. You alone can remove 
my mask. You alone can release me from l1IY shadowed world of panic and uncerta
inty, from Ill)' lonely per.son. Do not pass me by. Please do not pass me by. 
It will be easier for you, a long conviction of worthlessness builds strong 
walls. The nearer you approach rne,the blinder I strike back. I fight 
against the very thing I cry out for. But I am told that love is stronger 
than walls. And in this is Ill)' hope. 

Please try to beat down these walls with firm but gentle hands, for a child is 
very sensitive. Who am I, you may wonder. I am someone you know very well, 
for I am every man you meet and I am every woman you meet. 

Written by an inmate of St. Vincent de 
Paul Penitentiary, 
Three days before he committed suicide. 

It fs included in this issue of Tightwire 
to commemorate Prison Justice Day, 
August 10. 

PRISON 
DAY 
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THE LIGHT 

A million miles away, the summer seems 
I have 11\Y dreams 
of life ••••• it's answers 
Locked away in 11\Y little room ••••• 
I do assume ••••• 
ft1Y chances 

Yet through the dark and misty clouds 
That I must fight ••••• ! conquer 
And I can see the glare, of something 
Glowing from afar, a blazing star and I reach out 
Would you dare? 

I say again; 
I dream of life, it's answers 
So waltz with me 11\Y fearless love 
My star - lit dancer 

c:a 

' ~" 
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Kevin Gregory 
Collins Bay 
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INTERSTELLER QIIIET 

See the whipping stone 
Through the booming 
Echo• s of time; 

Tails of mica - dust, 
In flaming sparks 
And sizzling light; 

Lost and floundering 
Deep inside vacums 
Searching for space. 

Philip Conway 
Col 11 ns Bay 



FAREWELL 

He always wanted to explain things, but no one cared, so he drew. Sometimes 
he would draw and it wasn't anything. He wanted to carve it in stone or write 
ft fn the sky. He would be out on the grass and look up in the sky and things 
were inside him that needed saying. And it was after that he drew the pic
ture. He kept it under his pillow and would let no one see ft. And he would 
look at it every night, ft was al 1 of him, he loved it. When he started 
school, he brought it wfth him. Not to show anyone, but just to have it with 
him like a friend. It was funny about school. He sat in a brown desk like 
all the other desks, in a square brown room lfke all the other rooms. And it 
was tight and closed and stiff. He hated to hold the pencil and chalk wfth 
his arm stiff and Ms feet flat on the floor, stiff, with the teacher waiting 
and watching. The teacher came and spoke to hfm, she told him to wear a tie, 
lfke all the other boys. He said he didn't like them, and she said it didn't 
matter. After they drew,and he drew things all yellow, ft was the way he felt 
about the morning, and it was beautiful! The teacher came to him and smiled, 
"What's this? 11

, she said, "Why didn't you draw something like Ken's drawing? 
Isn't ft beautiful?" 

After that hfs mother bought him a tfe and he always drew airplanes and rock
etships like everyone else. And he threw the old picture away. And when he 
was alone looking at the sky, it was big and blue and all of everything; but 
he wasn't anymore. He was square and brown inside, Ms hands were stiff. And 
he was like everything else. And things inside him that needed saying, didn't 
anymore. 

It was crushed ••••• stfff ••••• like everything else. 

Jennifer R. 
P4W 
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NY EVERYTHING 

You're the light in the break of dawn, 
reviving, bright, awakening, light. 

You're the love sung in a song, 
cherished, wanted, sweet, haunted. 

You're the unexpected thoughtful gift, 
surprising, loyal, considerate, royal. 

You're the high, the ultimate lift, 
drearqy, gliding, paradise, confiding. 

You're the stars on a moonlit nite, 
dependable, glowing, beautiful, knowing. 

You're the freedom in a flying kite, 
· easy, pleasing, flexible, teasing. 

You're the scent of new spring flowers, 
colourful,. sweet, miraculous, complete. 

You're the life in April showers, 
fresh, new, startling, true. 

You're the animals wild and free, 
u~tamed, proud, strong, loud. 

You're the oceans, lakes and sea, 
8')'Sterious, unknown,· deep, alone. 

You're the mountians in their glory, 
majestic, cold, unreachable, old. 

You're the favorite childhood story, 
longing, mild, loved, child. 

You're the one picked from above, 
made for me to always love. 

.. 

Meeks 
P4W 
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PEACE. PARANOIA & POLITICS 

The peace movement in North America has so far not been able to stop one death 
or the positioning of one missile, in spite of al 1 our efforts in pursuing 
legal channels. Patience would be a virtue if the situation were not so seri
ous and the danger so imedi ate. In the relative comfort and "security" of 
North America, self-preservation has not become a motivating factor in devel
oping a broadly-based anti-militarism. 

Peace is not only the absence of war. It means the end of starvation and 
everyday oppression. It means the end of devastation of the natural world. 
It requires the destruction of social structures in which the few end up with 
power and privfl ege while the many are attacked by poverty, patriarchy, eco-
1 ogical poisoning and the destruction of the variety and richness of local 
cultures which have nurtured the people's spirit for many generations. 

It is necessary to stop the testing of the Cruise mi ssle in Canada. But ff 
this alone were accomplished, we would not be one step closer to an authentic 
peace. The movement against the Cruise will reveal/ has revealed the reality 
of the repressive state behind the politicians. There has been debate within 
the movement as to whether or not the cops were excessive in their handling of 
the November 11th protesters, which illustrates the varying perceptions of the 
role of the state and police in refereeing this "dialogue" with power. These 
differences have come to the fore sf nee the po 1 ice have shown their hand 
through raids and harassment of active groups and individuals. 

The five Vancouver individuals; Julie Belmas, Ann Hansen, Gerry Hannah, Doug 
Stewart, and Brent Taylor, have been held for many months in Burnaby's Oakalla 
prison for their- alleged participation in guerrfla actions claimed by Direct 
Action and the Wimmin's Fire Brigade. On March 1st they w~re denied bail 
though none of them have any previous criminal charges of ay consequence. All 
are well-established members of the community with extensive support of fam
il i es and friends. Pl edges of eight houses and eighty thousand do 11 ars were 
offered had the court demanded such guarantees. But it was a no go. Guilty 
·or innocent, these five people will have suffered more for their politics than 
most of us ever will by the time the trial begins. 

The five have pleaded their innocence to all the charges. Each is charged 
with between twelve and fifteen charges, including the (b'namite bombing of a 
B.C. Hydro electric substation on Vancouver Island; the fire bombing of three 
stores fn the Red Hot Video chain which specializes in porn videotapes, many 
of which feature- explicitly violent acts against women; conspiracy to bomb an 
oil exploration icebreaker under construction in Vancouver and the Canadian 
Forces base at Cold Lake, Alberta, where the Cruise Missile is slated fortes
ting; possession of restricted firearms and explosives; and conspiracy to rob 
a Brinks truck. 
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The way the media has handled the case raises doubts as to whether they can 
obtain a fair trial even by the state's own terms. Many people here in 
Toronto, both amongst the activists and the general population assume that 
they are guHty of the Litton bombing since the connection between them and 
Litton has been made so many times in the media. But Metro pol ice have not 
been able to come up with enough evidence to lay charges against them here. 

In Vancouver, the press coverage has over-whelmingly been based on police 
sources and suspect investigations by the reporters. Nightly news broadcasts 
carefully developed personal profiles of them conforming to preconceptions of 
them as 11terrorists 11

• One enterprisf ng CBC reporter rummaged through the 
household garbage where four of the accused had been living in order to come 
up with a unique story angle. His finds included personal poetry which was 
subsequently read on the air. They've been constantly referred to as "extrem
ists"; articles have linked them to unsolved robberies. The front page pic
ture which appeared across the country showed a large arsenal of weapons which 
the police alleged to belong to them but nothing to substantiate this claim 
has been offered at all. Similarly, numerous reports about a stash of dyna
mite have appeared but again, no specific evidence has linked these five peo
ple to the stash. The media has also not seen fit to print a communique from 
the Wimin's Fire Brigade stating that the five in custody are not members of 
WFB. 

If the police thought that it would be an easy go to railroad these people in
to lenghty prison sentences, they have been surprised by the level of support 
shown for them. These are not five isolated individuals. They are all re
spected for their efforts in a variety of community efforts and political 
struggles. These include Native issues, prisoner solidarity work, the women's 
comunity, the punk community, third world support work and many others. At a 
rally held in front of the Vancouver courthouse before ooe of the bail hear
ings, Lee Lakeman of Rape Relief expressed the feeling of many people when she 
said that "these people are exactly like us. They have stood with us before 
to protect the aboriginal people, to condemn sexist violence and to howl for 
peace. We demand their imediate release." 

One doesn't have to support armed struggle to defend these peop 1 e. One as
sumes that political activists accept the legal definition that suspects are 
presumed innocent until proven guilty. It fs a human rights issue. Minimal 
demands are the right to a fair trial. However, it is clear that whatever the 
guilt or innocence of these five that the state has made the right to be pol
itically active the deeper issue in the case. As the raids here have shown, 
anyone who is active in opposition to the way th1 ngs are is suspect by the 
state. Four homes were raided in Vancouver after a meeting to co-ordinate the 
support campaign. If activists assume that their refusal to defend these 
activists wil 1 protect them from retribution, they should realize that they 
are merely setting the precedent for no one supporting them if their turn 
should come. 

In defending these five activists we challenge the state's right to lock any
one up. More crime is created within the prison system than is ever negated 
through its punf shment. We challenge the peace activists to work towards 
freeing all political prisoners if they do not wish to see these five singled 
out. 

Courtesy of: INDIRECT ACTION2 
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I would've done 
anything 
to avert 
this minor disaster 
if 
I'd only known ••••• 
in retrospect 
it seems that 
I did everything 
possible 
to make it happen ••••• 
ITlY penance 
would seem to be 
that I will be 
deprived 
of the one 
person 
that I was trying 
so desperately 
to hang on to 
you ••••• 
and as time 
and miles come 
between ••••• 
I wonder 
if I shall 
bear 
this newest 
blow 
gracefully ••••• in sanity 
through all this 
I find that I 
may have 1 ost 
the one thing 
I never meant to 
lose ••••• 

Diana Hartley 
P4W 

KISS1S HEART 

I do adore thee; 
Oh, gentle grace; 
Upon thy balcony, 
At lover's place; 

Thy love that is but fine 
In the shade of yonder blue; 

The slow balance 
Of what thou art, 
To serve thy hence 
With kiss's heart; 

And caress thy rocking bine 
As you are forever mine. 

Philip Conway 
Collins Bay 

MY DARLING 

Though miles are between us, 
And our lives are drawn apart, 
ft1y thoughts are always of you, 
Tugging softly at rqy heart. 

This lonliness without you 
Tells of special moments shared, 
And says across the many miles, 
Just how much I've always cared. 

The enptiness that always comes, 
With just the memory of your touch, 
Stirs a feeling that always says, 
I really miss you very much. 

by: John J. Rogers 
Collins Bay 
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·susie Fife -
Photographer 

MONTHS LATER: YOUR IMAGE 

I turned a page in a book 
and your image called 
from its printed confines. 
Alone, legs drawn and clasped, 
you sit within a shadow, 
your vacant gaze directed 
through a prison's gate. 
I understand your moment, 
the intense longing 
makes you feel as heavy as 
the surrounding steel. 

This morning the sun burns, 
casts its light down 
to diamond stud the grass. 
These shining drops of dew 
strike me with the brightness of 
your wordless language 
transcends space and time. 

I've forgotten your name, 
the names of the people located 
at the bottom of the page. 
But the names are unimportant, 
as meaningless as my footprints 
pressed into the dirt track 
circling this prison's yard. 

How many laps have I walked . 
this morning? I feel the breeze 
on our face, the light caress 
of our forgotten mother. 
I open up to her, let her 
accompany me in this quiet sense 
of aloneness. It is not the same 
as loneliness. I know you, know 
you understand these moments 

within your shadow you 
watch the sun streams 
through the bars. 

Tom Elton 
Mission Medium 
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HALF CITY-HALF COUNTRY 

Half of me loves the wide open 
Country where the horses run free. 
The other half loves crowded city streets 
Where there's not a hell of a lot to see. 

Half of me loves the soft country music 
And a slow dance with my cnildhood sweetheart. 
The other half loves hard rock, jazz 
And no one cares who their partner's been. 

Half of me Joves to be up at sun-up and 
Going for an early morning ride. 
The other half loves to get up when it's 
Late at night and getting totally fried. 

Half of me loves blue jeans, Cowboy boots 
And shiny silver spurs. 
The other half loves mini skirts, hot pants 
And bright coloured tatoos. 

Half of me loves the excitement of a rodeo 
Where the clowns distract the bulls. 
Ther other half loves wild city parties with 
Dope and all sorts of alcohol. 

Half of me loves 
The country, 
And maybe someday the city 
Will set me free. 

10 
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INMATE-HEARINGS CHAIRMAN SI\YS HE CAN'T BE IMPARTIAL 

by: Ann Lukits 
Whig-Standard Staff Writer 
June 10, 1983 

A Kingston lawyer who heads an internal disciplinary court at Joyceville In
stitution ruled yesterday that he is unable to give inmates a "reasonably fair 
hearing" under the new Charter of Rights because of the method by which he is 
appointed and paid. 

In a decision reminiscent of a simHar stand taken last year by Provincial 
Court judges, lawyer Roy B. Conacher said he is neither impartial nor indepen
dent because he is appointed and paid by the solicitor general. 

Conacher has been the independent chairman at Joyceville since 1980. He is 
paid $250 a day for his services, usually sitting twke a week and hearing 
between 10 and 15 cases a day. The cases involved inmates who have been 
charged by the prison administration for breaching Correctional Service regul
ations. 

One of five independent chairmen who are appointed to work in federal peniten
tiaries in the Ontario region, Conacher told rhe Whig-Standard last night that 
since his ruling has a "general application", he feels he should not hear any 
more cases and will probably stand down until his status is determined by a 
higher court. 

Conacher said there were "many factors" that fofluenced his decision in whkh 
he ruled in favor of a Joycevil le inmate who was charged with possession of 
contraband or illegally smuggled goods. 

The inmate was represented at the tribunal by lawyer Fergus (Chip) O'Connor, 
director of the Correctional Law Project at Queen's University. O'Connor said 
in an interview last night that the implications of Conacher' s ruling are 
"pretty significant 11 

• . 
11It means that having found himself to be not independent, he (Conacher) will 
not hear any more cases and if other so-called independent chairpersons agree 
with him they won't hear cases either", O'Connor said •. 

"This wil 1 have the result of either nobody hearing any cases and there being 
a backlog or the wardens I hearing cases, which would be a step backwards. 
There could be an imedfate change in the rules fn an effort to create a new 
tribunal that is indeed independent". 

The Ontario Court of Appeal ruled recently that Provincial Court judges are 
independent despite the fact that their salaries and working conditions are 
set by the government. The ru 1 i ng fo 11 owed the ref usa 1 by sever a 1 judges to 
hear cases because they felt that an accused person's right to a fair and 
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impartial trial may be impaired by judges' negotiations with the government 
over such issues as salaries and pensions. 

O'Connor said that Provincial Court judges are career appointments that are 
not subject to cancellation at the whim of a public official as is the case of 
independent chairmen. There is no oath of office required by independent 
chairmen, who do not receive a pension for their work. 

O'Connor presented his arguments in a written brief which Conacher said he 
took into consideration in making his final ruling. In addition to his role 
as independent chairman at Joyceville, Conacher is a lawyer in private prac
tice and an elected member of Kingston Township Council. 

O'Connnor said he will be watching closely to see what happens in the future 
to independent chairmen. He said that one issue to be resolved is whether the 
solicitor general will appeal Conacher's decision. 

In addition to Conacher, the other chairmen who serve the Ontario region are 
1 awyer Peter Radley at Collins Bay Penitentiary; 1 awyer Tom Troughton at 
Kingston Penitentiary; lawyer Helen King Macleod at the Prison for Women and 
lawyer Douglas Hardtman at Millhaven Institution. 
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PRISON 

PRISON is a place where you exchange the dignity of your name for 
the degradation of a number. 

PRISON is a place where you live from visit to visit ••••• if you are 
lucky enough to have a visitor. 

PRISON is a place where you learn the counting of life: You count the 
years, seasons, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes and seconds. 

PRISON is a place where you hope and pray not to die. 

PRISON is a place where you are lucky if you never have to kill 
some fool. 

PRISON is a place where therapy and religion are not looked upon as 
beneficial in themselves; they are looked upon as beneficial fn a 
parole-board report. 

PRISON is a place where the word freedom can bring tears of remembrance 
to the meanest of killers. 

PRISON is a place where some of the gays are nnre men than some of the "men". 

PRISON is a place where convict's wages stand still and canteen prices rise 
to the sky. 

PRISON is a place where your ingenuity, your creativity and your inventiveness 
rise to the surface-if your eyes are open. 

PRISON is a.place where you can become mentally crippled because 
responsibility fs stolen from you. 

PRISON is a place where your wealth is determined by how many boxes of 
smokes you own. · 

PRISON is a place where you can hear the echo of family and friends: 
nI told you soooon. 

Don't come ·to prison, for a lffe means nothing here. Live. 
. I; 

Wil lf am Ha 11 
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by 

John J. Rogers 

My knock on the office doer of my division superior of 11111 section, Deputy 
Commissioner Richards was answered with a conunand to enter. After doing so, 
the deputy and I exchanged greetings; then he stood up, grabbed a file from 
his desk, and indicate_d for me to follow. When the lanky, six and a half 
foot, fifty year o1 d professional pol iceman began to lead me toward a smal 1 
room in a corner of his office, it was apparent that this was to be another 
assignment of the type of wMch 11111 section specialized. I wondered who the 
new victim might be. Would the person be a communist spy, a Nazi war crim
inal, a high level drug importer who can't be caught, or another mountie gone 
astray. 

When the door of Richards lead-sheathed "safe-room" was closed, and the white
sound generator had been switched on, we sat across from each other at a small 
table. 

11Corporal 11
, began "'Y superior, while tapping the file with a finger, "Upon 

completion of this case by 11611 section, its commissioner personally delivered 
the file to me in orGer to emphasize its highly delicate nature, and to recom
mend that one of ll1Y most experienced and reliable officers be assigned. 
Therefore, Corporal, I also offer this case to you." 

"Thank you, sir. Most generous of you. 11 

11Not at all, corporal. You are one of my ten best. 11 

The commissioner then removed a four by six inch photograph from within the 
file and handed it to me. My eyes uncontrollably widened when I looked at the 
picture of a thirty-five year old, average sized, well built, handsome, blond 
haired women. 

11 Ahh, I see that you reco~ni ze her,· corporal. 11 

11Yes, sir. She is Janet Blaine, executive secretary to the minister of de
fense." 

11That is correct, and al so correct without a shadow of doubt a professional, 
paid communist agent, 11 answered the deputy while tapping the file a few more 
times. "And, she is the target for assassination. This case has been offered 
to three other officers, but they refused. Therefore, in case you might re
fuse, I must be informed now as to whether you will accept this assignment; or 
do you also have moral principles against eliminating women?11 
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.. Not in the least, sir. I will accept this assignment. Besides it is ll1Y 
duty. 11 

"Very good·, corporal. Very good. I am very relieved. You wil 1 make sergeant 
soon, I guarantee that. 11 

"Thank you sir, but can she not just be arrested and prosecuted?" 

"For many reasons, no. One is that the apartment in which she resides is pro
vided by the minister of defense with whom she shares for the half week that 
he is not at home with his family. The second reason is that the sex and sub
versive scandals would undoubtedly ruin the minister's domestic life and pol
itical career even though he is not in the least involved with his secretary's 
espionage activities. Another reason is that she is a Canadian cf tizen by 
birth, and therefore, can not be rid of simply by expulsion. Also, her high
level case would_ automatically expose and Jeopardize prominent officials, in
nocent witnesses, and the force. Consider also that the opposition party in 
the house would soon unearth things best left buried. Therefore, in the face 
of all that plus possible minor problems caused by the human rights and 
women's groups, the connfssioners of 11111 and 11611 sections agreed to avoid pub
lic muck-raking for the quick and cleaner method." 
11 I agree, sf r. 11 I stated while returning the photograph. 

"Good, corporal. Now, I posses information that may be useful to you. The 
senior staff members of all ministers will hold a garden party· next Saturday 
evening at the estate of the minister of external affairs. Janet Blaine will 
attend; and as guest, I also will attend." 

"Thank you, sir. That will be roost helpful. Does anyone know that you are 
considering me for this assignment?" 

"No. I have informed no one. 11 

"Good, sir. I'd like to keep ft that way. I also would like to work alone, 
and-carryout Ill)' assignment while contfnufng Ill)' nonnal daily routine. Does that 
meet with your approval. sir? 11 

"It certainly does, corporal. But, if you become exposed you are to claim to 
have acci dently discovered her surreptitious espionage activities and decided 
to eliminate her without the knowledge or consent of the force. We will dis
claim all knowledge of your assignment; and will in fact have you prosecuted. 
Do you understand, corporal?" 

"Yes, sf r. 11 

11Allright, corporal. Good luck.11 

"Thank you, sir." 
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I applied final touches to 1Tty facial make-uo, placed the shoulder-length wig 
over l1lY short police style haircut, then donned a new suit and pair of shoes 
of the style worn by executives to ministers. Following that I loaded the six 
cylinders of a throw-away type 38, screwi:;d a silencer onto it!". two inch bar
rel, then dropped the gun and a box of shel 1 s into a jacket pocket. All 11\Y 
identification papers were placed into a drawer and replaced with a full set 
of fake papers, including the false garden party pass provided by Richards. 
My wrist watch, rings, plus all other personal items by which I could be rec
ognized, or if lost, would have 1Tty fingerprints, were al so pl aced in the 
drawer. Finally, I shoved a pair of gl aves into a hip pocket and left lllY 
apartment unobserved. 

Five blocks from l1lY apartment building I got onto a parked nondescript type 
car purchased that afternoon under the same name as that on the fa 1 se papers 
then ;n l1lY possession. The panel clock indicated ten o'clock when I began 
driving to the ministers estate, and the evening was in darkness by the time 
of my arrival. I had thoroughly cased the estate's surrounding area several 
times since receiving the assignment, but there was a need to do so once more 
in order to familiarize 11\YSelf with the security arrangements. While driving 
on the road surrounding the fifteen feet high concrete wall, I found security 
to be extremely heavy. But only with cars. There were no foot patrols, out
posts, or even dog wagons in evidence. 

The front gate was opened by a guard who accepted my pass without question, 
then directed me to follow the gravel driveway to the house and then around to 
the garden directly behind. I thanked him, then slowly walked toward the 
house wh11 e satisfactorily noting that numerous trees covered the grounds. 
When beside the hundred foot square mansion at the centre of the thousand foot 
square estate, brilliant neon lamps atop twenty foot standards placed at the 
garden area prevented me from proceeding further unnoticed. I stopped, 
turned to discover that the gate guard was not in sight, then ran four hundred 
feet through the.trees to the estate's side wall. 

With gloves on and gun in hand, in case of surprise attacks by roving dogs or 
guards, I slowly and silently advanced along the side wall toward the rear 
wall searching for any object that could be utilized for climbing the wall 
when escaping. 

Whi 1 e feel fng l1lY way among the trees I suddenly real fze just how co-operative 
Richards had been. and how easy the assignment had been thus far. Could all 
this be an elaborate scheme to set me up for a ki 11 , I wondered. Al 1 known 
facts were weighed, but I failed to draw a conclusion. 

At the side and rear corner walls stood a padlocked tool shed, which was soon 
opened with a bullet. Among the mess inside stood a four-section ladder with 
each ladder twelve feet long. Wfth one length I retraced 11\Y steps and leaned 
it against the wal 1 and in line with the garden. Another ladder was leaned 
against the rear wall near the centre. A third length was also carried along 
the rear wall to be placed on the opposite side wall, but another building at 
the centre of the rear wall caused me to drop the ladder and investigate. 
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This building also stood against the wall. and turned out to be a garage long 
enough to hold a dozen cars. I searched along the building for living quart
ers, but found none. Only one door at the centre was located. It al so was 
considered-as a means of escape. 

At the far side of the garage stood a gate over a gravel driveway that went in 
a straight 1i ne to the rear of the estate four hundred feet away. Just as I 
was about to cross the gravel road, sounds of growling were heard from across 
the road and near the wall. For about five minutes niy eyes strained toward 
the sound, but nothing could be seen in that totaly dark area. 

My fears returned. Questions raced through niy head. Was this the suspected 
set up, the trap. Was I to be shot as a burglar while crossing the slightly 
illuminated driveway. Or am I being over cautious, paranoid, or scared. Any
way, I could not stay frozen there all night. Something had to be done. 

I crouched from tree to tree for a hundred feet toward the garden, then raced 
across the road and foto the woods. S1 owly I returned to the rear wal 1 and 
the growling sounds. When only five feet from the dogs their growls changed 
to barks. But not for long. The two Doberman Pinchers died after their fifth 
bark; and just in time, because dance music from the garden suddenly stopped 
and the night returned to complete silence. As a precaution I then reached 
through the bars to search for possible microphones on the dog's collars, but 
found none. 

The empty shel 1 casings were dropped into a pocket, the gun was reloaded, 
then a detailed area inspection was conducted. My conclusions were, that the 
dogs were caged because of guests on the premises. Estate security police, if 
any, must be driving around the wall. The rear gate must be used only as a 
service entrance and opened by the grounds keeper when necessary. 

The third ladder was then carried across the driveway and leaned against the 
opposite side wall. Then I continued up along the wall until in line with the 
garden, and turned toward it. While advancing, strains of Glen Miller's mus
ic progressed more loudly, and light filtering through trees became brighter. 

From the edge of the. clearing, I could see that the garden area began against 
the mansion for its full width, and in a "U" shape toward the rear gate for 
one hundred and fifty feet. A ring of 1 i ghts enc ire 1 ed the area p 1 us a few 
scattered within the garden. Also around the garden were a few portable 
11Johnnys". The driveway split the garden area into two halves by going to the 
building where it joined another driveway encircling the mansion. The whole 
of one side was filled with picnic tables plus other tables laden with food 
and liquors. Three joining tennis courts and a swimming pool were across the 
driveway. 

Approximately two hundred executives to ministers, plus fifty catering staff 
members were present. All seemed to be completely enjoying themselves. Many 
were dancing on the tennis courts. Others were staggering in and out of the 
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swimming pool fully clothed. Couples were steadily sneaking in and out of the 
outhouses. While a large group was scattered throughout the table area eating 
and drinking. The whole garden was teaming with people moving in all d1rect
i ons. Some wer-e ye 11 i ng over the music, some were singing, and a few were 
mumbling or crying. 

My arrival was perfectly timed. Nobody in this crowd was in a condition to 
trouble me. I first lightly staggered among the tables, stopping often to 
took around. When almost finished with the table area I found Deputy Commis
sioner Richards in a party of six very busily eating and drinking. Failing to 
locate Janet Blaine in the di nfog area I staggered to the poo 1 , then to the 
tennis courts. When the band stopped p 1 ayi ng and everyone returned to the 
benches surroundf ng the courts I saw her sitting on a bench along the outer 
court perimeter. 

I wheeled around, staggered to the driveway, then along it toward the rear 
gate. When out of the garden and far beyond the ring of lights, I ran into 
the woods and circled the garden until approximately behind "lY target; then 
went to the clearing edge, and stood behind an occupied 11Johnny11

• 

My target sat only fifty feet from me, and fully exposed. The hit man's per
fect dream. I couldn't miss. I listened to grunts and groans coming from 
within the outhouse until the band began to play. Then I raised the 38, took 
careful aim, then rapidly fired six shots. I made a perfect score. Every 
bullet penetrated the back of the head. Richards was dead before his face 
landed into his pizza pie. 

Quickly I turned, then ran toward the nearest ladder, thinking, "You are cor
rect Deputy, I will.make sergeant soon, but not with the lives of 111)' agents, I 
guarantee that! 11 

About the Author 

copyright WOODS 2100 
All rights 
N.A. ONLY 

Because of this author's continuous future contributions to 11Tightwire 11
, ft is 

felt that many readers may experience sufficient pleasure in his material to 
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He is 59 year old John J. Rogers, finishing the incarcerated part of a 'life 
sentence' for attempted murder by mailing a bomb to a Winnipeg judge in 1974. 

He has aqufred one year of fine-arts in the Athabasca University, plus an 
additional year of advanced creative English from the Literary Workshop, 
Banff, Alberta. 

He has written and sold one 70,000 word espionage novel, Plus two, 20,000 word 
spy anthologies. One other novel was written, and also copyrighted, but not 
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I THINK THAT'S HOW THEY LOOK 
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BOOK REPORT 

ANN JONES: WOMEN WHO KILL, 1980, Fawcett Columbine, New York. 
Ann Jones analyzes what seems to be all the available literature from Colonial 
America to the present of women accused of murder, and with a touch of cynical 
humour she presents us with her theory: female criminality and the women's 
movement exist together to the extent that the presence of one prompts fear of 
the other. She takes a much broader perspective than cause and effect how
ever, and examines specific cases from hf storical, economic, poli tfcal and 
social perspectives. Relying extensively on her words, I attempt a sumary. 

Early American society designated bastardy a crime and women report
edly killed the babies of their unwanted pregnancies rather than prolong their 
servitude. Domesticity and the role of 11ladies 11 were the ideals, ignoring 
women fn the home, in factories, and fn slavery, and their property, bad 
health and overwork. There were cases of women improving under prison condi
tions. The law's chivalry was •••••• 

11 a precarf ous prop of society• s grand 111 us ion that men 1 oved and 
protected women, and that women, by nature loved men. The arrange
ment saved men in general from the fear of household friends and it 
saved women from 11the punishment of the law". 

Poisoning was the crime of the 19th century domestic scene. Women 
were a separate and distinct social, moral and physical class of people. 
Women depended on marriage and husbands but if seduced and betrayed their op
tions were prostitution or suicide. The working life of prostitutes was five 
years and thousands of young women were needed each year to replace the dead, 
with seducers fulfilling a social service. Legal protections against seduct
ion amounted to pity for the woman (a mask for contempt) and public scape
goating of the seducer. Some women refused to disappear fn disgrace and some 
uneasy defences developed to protect them from the death penalty. Insanity 
helped to illustrate the mental frailty of women. Every phase of a women's 
life was seen as both a predisposing condition and a precipitating cause of 
insanity. -However, as Jones reminds us: 
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"Women who blamed individ~als rather than society and sought 
redr,ess. through personal revenge rather than political action affirmed 

- .:·the IOital' stucture. 11 

t' . ' 
. ~-

At .~i!. turn of the centllry women's emancipation in birth control, the 
.. • o.\ •• 

right'·-to•-·,.~nd increased role,in the work force resulted in greater praise 
.,, ,•.: /-i ,·:t~. ~- ·-· .. 

of ttnr 1J1>.ra1ly_ SUP,er-ior ruling class lady. The true lady was idle, respect-
able, proper and useless and could do no wrong. Lizzie Borden was acquitted 
on this basis. 

After W.W. I motherhood became the highest ca 11 • In 1929, Lynd found a 
profound and lonely silence at the heart of American domestic life. Making 
the chi 1 d the centre of attention was an effective system for enforcing a 
mora 1 code on the ro 1 e of the good woman. Good women were sexua 1 ly emanc i -
pated only in the master bedroom, and sexual ardour was not usually aroused 
until after the first child. The promiscuous Cinderella was punished for 
mocking the patriarchal myth. 

Since W.W. II the profound dissatisfaction of housewives has again led to 
anxious times with wife-beating becoming widespread, under-reported, trivial
ized and inadequately dealt with. The concept of self-defence and how it 
applies to women again brings fears of open hunting season on husbands. The 
result is a criminal justice system for women that is whimsical, punitive, 
divisive and unjust. 

"Women, schooled like men to good citizenship, accept the law's male bias 
as objective justice: women lawyers, judges and jurors, taught the same 
rules, usually uphold the same male standard. And whether that male 
standard constitutes conscious sex discrimination or the innocent side
effect of a shared male point of view, the result for women is the. same: 
they ar.:.-deprived at every step of equal protection of the law;. and even 
those women who receive fair and equal treatment are likely to be thought 
of as having gotten away with something." 

By: Judi Gedye 
(Gedye, Guenther - Barristers and Solicitors} 
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TOO LATE 

You filthy whore! You lying bitch! 
I should kill you in a gutteral ditch! 
Suck his cock, give him head, 
God should see both of you dead! 

He ranted and raved in a terrible rage, 
His anger grew to a dangerous stage, 
Screaming obsenities he hit my jaw, 
His glazed eyes were the last I saw. 

He left the house, got in his car, 
Driving to the nearest bar, 
And.when He1 d see the morning light, 
He1 d remember nothing of his brutal fight. 

Consciousness taunted, I opened my eyes, 
He was gone, it was no surprise, 
So many nights, it was like this, 
He1 d return with dawn and a gentle kiss. 

Dear God I just can't live this life! 
I've always been a faithful wife, 
Loved him with all the strength I could, 
Did the things a good wife should. 

Oh those first few loved filled years, 
So safe secure, no lonely fears, 
And now the love is all but gone, 
There's no more strength to carry on. 

Drink after drink, she drowned the pain, 
Adding to insanity's reign, 
Doomed she was to take her life, 
The drunken bastard's mistreated wife. 

What can I do to make him pay? 
To make it hard to face e-ach day? 
Leave him? He'll only follow me. 
Kill him? No that could never be. 

But what of me I have the means, 
My death would haunt him in his dreams, 
Yea, that's it, he'll find me dead, 
Then see who's left to give him head! 

She laughed as she reached for the deadly blade, 
Her insane plan already made, 
She heard a child's sleeping cry, 
Yes he too would have to die. 
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Too Late (COflL/ 

She leaned over the tiny bed, 
Brushed the hair on his head, 
Wiped the tears from his face, 
Plunged the knife with lethal grace. 

She turned away from the bloody death, 
Sighed and took a peaceful breath. 
Turned to lock the bedroom door, 
Knife in heart she fell to the floor. 

The days flew by and tien he came, 
Sober and clean he wasn't the same. 
Honey, I'm sorry I've been away, 
He paused at the door unsure what to say. 

By rights you should hate me for what I've done, 
You should have left and taken our son. 
So much hell I've put you through, 
But listen to me, to what I'll do. 

I was getting sober all this week, 
You should see me now, clean and sleek. 
I've joined A.A. and found a job, 
I've left behind the drunken slob. 

I'll never touch another drink, 
Our last fight made me stop and think. 
I've finally seen the light of love, 
I thank my lucky stars above. 

Oh baby can you ever forgive? 
The life I made you cruelly live? 
You've given me all you ever could, 
I'd take the pain, you know I would. 

Then he noticed a peculiar smell, 
He started to shake, scared as hell. 
He broke down the dopr and began to scream, 
His life fell apart in a shattered dream. 

Through his tears inside his head, 
He heard a voice straight from the dead. 
11I had to foaiow my call of fate, 
I love you darling-but you're too late". 

Meeks 
P4W 
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What is a Friend 

A Friend is the source of memory gold, 
A promise for every tomorrow, 
A Friend is one who can lighten each joy, 
And lighten each moment of sorrow. 

A Friend is one so near to your heart, 
Even though they seem so far away, 
One who will listen with care and concern 
To the words you have needed to say. 

A Friend can make sunshine, just with a smile, 
Can bring laughter to wisk away tears, 
And while everything else in the world 
Seems to change 
A Friend stays the same through the years. 

Of all the life's pleasures, 
A Friend is the best, 
And the reason I know this is true, 
It's because I've been blessed, 
~!'f th the r1 ches of joy, 
By having a special Friend like you. 

Pat Tate 
P4W 

Thought for the D~ 

Some how I would miss 
The beauty of each day 
If I didn't think of you 
my friend. 



-------· 

INSIDE 

I have seen inside the prison walls 
,\nd I don't really like to recall 
These horrible years that I have spent 
And the time that I think I have lent 
To the government high classed people 

/ 

But I can't hide all my grief in a steeple 
I clean in the morning and go to school 
During the night I sit or play pool 
But what kind of life is that for me 
I missed most Jf rey teen years, you see 

I was seventeen when I came to this place 
It is a lonely place and isn't really safe 
Trouble goes on secretly through these walls 
You have to watch what you call 
This place is a place of coldness 
Which some people replace with boldness 
That I sometimes tend to do IT(Yself 
Which ends up leaving me feel small like an elf 
This place makes a person cold 
And that you were bought and sold 
I have seen inside these prison walls 
But I don't like what I might recall. 

Jeff 
P4W 
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CANADIAN W<ltAN IN PERUVIAN PRISON 

Conditions of Detention 

There were no conveniences at all. When you first arrive you have to find 
yourself some wood to make yourself a bed. You pay for everything. You can 
buy a mattress made of straws. If you don't have any money, there h still 
the floor among the Peruvians. To make dressers you have to use wooden boxes 
that you can put under bed or pile them. It's real misery.· 

Lots of women have their maids whom they pay $2.00 per week. There is plenty 
of corruption, trafffckfng of drugs, of booze and of course, the black trade. 
You have to pay for your protection ff someone gets on your case. You can 
also pay for having your tasks done and you don't have to do them but they are 
recorded as you have done them. They take advantage of strangers from other 
countries; they think Canada is$$$$. They still abuse strangers. They like 
to beat on someone to leave scars on the face, that way you are not as pretty 
as you used to be. Most Peruvians are jealous of white skin especially. 

Most of the Canadf ans over there receive some money from their family. To 
survive ft takes an average of $200.00 per month. If you can't receive this 
amount of $200.00, you can work by sell fng sandwiches or pancakes to the 
visitors, durf ng the vis f ts on the week-ends. The kitchen is horrf b 1 y dirty 
and full of cats. What they serve most of the time is beans, soups and cow's 
stomaches. Canadians can't eat the food which is too spicy. What they can 
do, is to pay $10.00 per week to have a Peruvian to cook for you. You can 
also pay another who will bring your meals from the street. 

You have to stay constantly aware and watch everything. You live two to five 
persons per room. · You keep your fruits and vegetab 1 es under your bed. You 
can buy a 1f ttl e stove and cook your own meals. You buy meat once a week 
since there fs no-refrigerator. Everything goes wfth money. You even pay for 
your rent, your hot water (when there fs some available). You do your laundry 
by hand and let it dry under the sun. Then there is the "famous" washroomsl 
You shower with cold water because they are often running out of water. To 
wash yourself you go outside in the outhouse. The smell of that fs just hor
rible and you have to rinse yourself wfth water from a container. The garbage 
is all over the place because everyone just throws it by the windows. It at
tracts hundreds of cats, they come to eat. Everything is all over the place, 
toilet paper and sanitary napkins. There is a barrel of water with container 
and you have to throw water fnto the "toilet". When I first went over there I 
had the bad luck of throwing rqy toilet paper in the toilet. A Peruvf an 
slapped me in the face because you are not supposed to do such things. She 
looked more like a baby bear than a woman, she wasn't normal. The showers are 
1 fke the outhouse, garbage all on the floor. You have to clean everything be
fore you wash yourself. Everbody throws their garbage and al so their empty 
bottles of alcohol by the windows. The bottles break and don't leave evidence 
- as they say! 
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' You can enter the infi nnary as you want. The nurses are very lazy. If was 
often going in the infirmary and taking care uf the patients. There is no 
supervision at all. You can do what you want with your medications. Most of 
the time, ·they give you injections for any kind of pain. This way, they hope 
to scare you into not coming back. There is no instruments at all to do a 
proper check-up on you. It's full of pregnant women. The Canadians were ask
ing the embassy to bring a doctor - we had to pay him. 

There are about 200 children among the prisoners. In the bedrooms those kids 
watch things that they should never see. I've never seen so many children be-
1 ng beaten, dirty and full of infections and df seases. I've seen kids who 
were eating moldy bread, their mothers were looking in the garbages to feed 
them. The children are used to doing ~,hatever they f~el outside, among the 
public. They are attracted towards the strangers, we give them candies, we 
walk with them, we teach them how to talk, and we give them affection. They 
need love, especially in jail, people are more nervous and some mothers are 
taking their frustrations out on their children. I had a neighbour who was 
beating her child constantly. That child couldn't feel as if he was home, 
locked-up in a cell, no place to play. He had to sleep with his mother in an 
uncomfortable bed. There was all kinds of noises, especially the screams of 
women. That mother was always crying and telling us how impossible it was for 
her to live in those conditions. All those kids have nobody on the street to 
raise them and the lack of money is the reason why they are allowed to stay in 
the jail. 

I had a friend who was retarded, she was 18 years old and her mother used to 
beat her constantly. She was often coming to sit with us. The guards weren't 
saying anything. The only rule was to go to a central post in the morning. 
Most of the women stay in bee! all day ·ong, or watch T.v. There are parties 
often, during the day outside. Families and friends are allowed and the end
ing is often in the hallways. At six o'clock in the rorning, military music 
wakes us up. We can hear in the speakers that the employees are often. undis
ciplined. They argue i:mongst each other on the "mikes". Our rooms are not 
locked because the girls break all of the locks and there is not enough money 
to get them fixed. You can stay all day outside to sunbathe or knit. The 
visits are mixed. There are often picnics on Saturdays and Sundays with fam
ilies and frf ends. . The Peru vi ans Jften ask :;he 11s trangers II to get married 
only to get to another country. Once inside they get divorced. The lawyers 
work for money only and often they disappear with your money. The hospitals 
are not clean and doctors examine you in front of other peop 1 e. Our conman 
hea 1th prob 1 ems are vomi tt i ng, diarrhea, missing periods, stomachaches and 
liver pain. There are lots of fevers. Many of people get bronchitis because 
of the lack of fresh air. The understanding between "strangers" is real and 
friendly. We are learning to help each other, to share - it's our new 
family. 

There are a lot of terrorists and revolts. The ones who are sentenced to life 
are transferred to the jungle and the visits are done with helicopters. They 
call us the "gringos" and at the court it's pure corruption. They play games 
and accuse people for nothing, then after 2 or 3 years in jail, they set you 
free. There is an a?reement in Peru that you have to pay a fine to be able to 
get transferred. Its their condition, if you don't have the money, you stay 
there. 
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The Embassies are there to help people on the street and tell us so. They 
come to see us even though it is not their job. They come once a rronth to 
check on your papers and they bring the mail~ but, never do they bring choco
late or other things during the holidays, nor medications, nor clothes. Most 
medications are stolen, and if you don't have any money and a big pain you 
have to suffer it. Even magazines we had to ask for. I've seen boxes of milk 
coming from other countries for the Peruvians but for us, nothing! If the 
Embassies have the bad luck of checking our papers at the courts it doesn't 
help us at all. Women and men need help over there. You can write to them 
and do a collection for them. With 50 cents, several persons can feed and 
take care of themselves. By sending that to the Embassy, they can buy news
papers and it feels good to have some news from your country. You cannot 
imagine all of the misery there is over there and how they have to live. It's 
inhuman, they are really in the dirt and they suffer a lot from being away 
from their families. 

Men's Jail 

There are 700 strangers among 7,000 men who 1 i ve in the desert - no water. 
Every morning truckloads of water arrive and flood out 750 litres of water per 
pavilion. There are 14 pavilions and if the trucks don't come, there is no 
water. The strangers had made themselves a home, but the guards threw them 
out of it and beat them up and sent them to live in an airplane hangar full of 
dirty water and rats as big as cats. The men have been very sick, with 
typhoid fever and tuberculosis. They are treated as dogs and have to work to 
feed themselves at $7.00 per month. There is a great deal of torture. The 
worst place is 11Lurigancho 11 and you are lucky if you get out of there alive. 
There is also the legal prostitution. 

I didn't know how the jails were over here. It's very different than Canada 
but I find it very systematic. Compared with Canada it's much rrore serious 
and we have less freedom. In Canada you are well treated if you look at the 
material side but there is still the lack of comprehension, of love and of 
trust toward the people. What can we do? We are in their hands. Especially 
after an experience like that one we don't feel like we are worth a lot 
anymore. 

A Small Canadian Who Still Got Out of There 
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On the other side 
of the wall 
stand trees 
and traffic lights ••• 
lonely sentinels 
that surround 
this battleground 
of mental desolation ••• 
they silently guard against 
escaping thoughts 
and fl f ghts of imagination ••• 
at midday 
the gulls pace 
the top of the wall 
raucus cries 
warn me 
that they too 
are 
watching 
over us •••••• 

Diana Hartley 
P4W 

GOD! DON'T LEAY'TH ME! 

Art God gone in haste? 
I'll not forsake thee; 

Runn'st thou ne'er so fast, 
I'll o'ertake thee; 

O'er thy dales, o'er thy downs, 
Through thy blue'st sea's; 

From thy ff e 1 ds, by thy gowns, 
To thy green'st tree's. 

All along thy plains, 
To thy low fountains; 

Up and down agen, 
From tt\Y hfgh mountfans. 

Echo then, shall agen, 
Tell God, I follow; 

From the sky, to the ground, 
. ·carry my solo, solo; 
Love God, thfs I found. 

Philip Conway 
Collins Bay 
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COCK~£Y PRICl 

Originating out of the East End of London England, Cockney is a fonn of 

language characterized by , distinctive accent peculiarity and is noted as 

well for an additional language feature derived primarily from within its cri

minal element. This second feature of the Cockney style f s a communication 

system serving to speak and exchange icieas where by crafty rhyme is employed 

as an alternative to _everyday language usage. 

This rhyming method was peculiar to the group only and its unfamflfarfty 

would disallow any unwelcome listeners, such as the police, any clear under

standing of what ft was that was being said. This language that was unftel-

1 f gf b 1 e · to anyone out sf de of the select group became for them an organf zed 

system where by they could flaunt their veiled messages fn the midst of others 

without fear of detection. 

Despite the tightness of this group of Cockney expressionists there were 

meanings to their rhyme that inevitably became known to the media. Inmates in . 
the Canadian penal system began to incorporate its usage into their vocabulary 

but ft served more as occasional slang expression rather than the refinement 

known t;ypi ca lly by its use in Eng 1 and. Once again however, those famil far 

with it belonged to a close-knit group and uninfonned listeners could always 

be left unawares with respect to what was being talked about. 
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Not surprisingly, you will find all groups working of a clandestine na

ture using terms that set out to be identified only among its own members. 

Drug users may refer to heroin as "Barnaby Jones" or a forger might "smash a 

sheet". A. hobo showing special favour to a ta-.lor-made cigarette may be heard 

to· ask for a "tight-lace". These terms arise from a group generally separate 

from the nonn and are used primarily within the group's circumstances. Simi

larily, the Cockney developed with the difference being that they virtually 

had an expression for any spoken word and were predisposed to create one if 

none existed. 

Indeed it had an enviable f~air about it as sometimes verbal and non

verbal communication have appealing features about them lending toward impres

sion. There are provocative smiles, inviting winks, sensual murmurings, and 

music certainly has its share of captivating lyrics and entrancing moods. 

Even hairstyles have swooned impressionable women and the swing of some sexy 

hips has its own impression with the men. Connunfcation can certainly have 

its thrust of a~bition! 

· One couldn't say Cockney snatches a grace beyond the reach of art but it 

does have a genuine sense of originality and a unique. imaginative range which 

has a dignified right by its own account. Let's interpret some of the expres

sions and discover why: 

Apples & Pears (Stairs) 

Fruit and wine cellars are popular subjacent house structures in England 

ther by requiring stairs to facilitate entrance. From the habit of retrieving 

items such as apples and pears, the term derived. 

Arthur Murray (Hurry} 

Derived from the frenzied activity one can witness viewing Arthur 

Murray's dance style, thfs is a tenn dfpicting action or fleeting movement. 

Bonny Fafr (Hair) 

As hair is often of a fa fr hue and confined in a bonnet the tenns are 
brought together to become the subject. 
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Daisy Roots (Boots) 
At the bottom of this expression lies an association on a groundlevel 

tenn. 

Eau De Cologne (Phone) 
Sparked by the faint odour traces left by women's cologne this term 

seemed aptly suitable. 

Fields of Wheat (Street) 
Typifying the natural freedom closely associated with the country this 

tenn was likely a product emerging from within a prison. 

Fiddle & Flute (Suit) 
It was customary to witness people coming from concert halls in the dis

trict as usually adorned in a suit so the terms seemed applicable. 

Fles & Ants (Pants) 
That the term 1Ants in your Pants' was firmly established prompted this 

express1on with some fleas thrown in for good measure. They were not a people 
to deny life's misgivings and to expose them (with an occasional touch of ex
aggeration) was to defeat vanity. 

Frog & Toad (Road) 
A frog or toad splattered atop the roadways are connnon enough appearance 

to have this tenn conceived. 

God Forbid (Kid) 
Unwanted in circumstances such as family planning, the term arose. 

Heel & Chalk (Walk) 
The chalked lines of the roadway would be met by the heel and of course 

the phrase was readied. 

Mince Pies {Eyes) 
This is a term probably developed more out of the similarity in outline 

shared by both pies and eyes. 
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Near & Far (Car) 
Owing to the places ft can take you this is an applicable tem indeed! 

One and Twos {Shoes) 
Shoes actually fit this description when it is remembered that many per

sons involved with the company would be war veteran amputees. On that account 
the tem was created. 

Pins & Pegs (Legs) 
Involving once again the amputee's position, the pin is to represent a 

normal extermity, while the peg indicates an attachment. 

Pots & Pans (Hands) 
As every dish-soap commercial illlustrates, the hands are principally in

volved whereJ)y this term originated. It wouldn't seem improper to apply this 
term to a bisexual al though it would be departf ng from its orf ginal inten
tion. 

Quarter Inch lPinch) 
Not a bust, thfs pinch refers to stealing as when one pinches an item out 

of a store. In a stealthy manner many thieves will move an item closer and 
closer a quarter of an inch at a time (manner of speaking) until he no longer 
fears watchful eyes. Therefrom the term originated. 

Rips & Snorts (Shorts) 
· That poverty affected the genera 1 popu 1 ace of the Cockney tribe it was 

not unusual to have a pair of shorts torn and frayed and once could always 
tell when they required laundering by their odor so these two elements com
bined to form the suitable rhyme. 

Roses are Red (Bed) 
A bed of roses is everyone's ideal dream so to come as close to the wish 

as possible the Cockney made it their own. 

Sink & Float (Coat) 
As hand-washing was a common method of cleaning in latter days this ex

pression denotes the manner in which the coat that was being washed would sub
merge and rise again. 
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Skin & Blister (Sister) 
Skin is probably a term synonomous with blood as in blood-relation and as 

sisters are sometimes noted for being something of a pain though perhaps not 
wu1te as much as a blister, the expression enjoyed truism. 

Soap & Wrapper (Crapper) 
wrapper being a commonly used translation for toilet paper in England and 

the accompanying bathroom soap found in all washrooms easily credits this 

phrase. 

Trouble & Strife (Wife) 
The disharmony that exists in marriage irrefutably led to this concep

tion. Divorce ratings say the rest. 

Twist & Twirl (Girl) 
That a girl w111 twist and twirl as part of her feminine display is a 

likely interpretive sign here but that she can also twist a man's mind it 
wouldn't seem unlikely the meaning was intended. It must be remembered that 
there i~ a trace of subtlety in these expressions. 

Herein are some of the tenns of the Cockney people. They are notable on 
two accounts. One, they do indeed have a likeable flair about them conceived 
of a genuine wit and intelligence. On the other account it must be remembered 
that these people were certainly despaired of social grace and were relegated 
to sub-culture existence with its accompanying disadvantages and lack of 
opportunf ties. As affected as they undoubtedly were by these inconvenf ences 
they nevertheless had a 'degree of their latent talent emerge which given any 
identity and training may have produced quite purposeful and prosperous ven
tures. 

The lesson that could be learned then is to limit the degree to which we 

can become affected by the restraints of life and regardless of its severity, 
never allows one I s mis fortune to escape with the conff dence of ones I pride 
that is inherent within each of us. 
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f/.MILY :AY 

Twice a year (July and Dece::iber) i the Prison : Jr ·i,1omen :10s t an annual 
~vent. This year Jcly 23, 1983, was no exception. The eve11t of which I speak 
is known as Family Day. 

This day 1s set aside for the benefit of the entire: inmate population. 
Because the Prison for Women serves all of Canada("~ -;itors come from extremely 
distant points) Family Days provide both inmate ana her family and friends a 
chance to spend a full day together w1tttin the fasti~11tion. Family Day here 
is unique fn the tt·.-ins of allowing the -;nmates to t"ke their famili~s and 
"'r~ends to their living units for n,;o one-hour pe~iods. This allows tile in
ma-i:e a closer time with her loved ones and also allows tht! famHies to experi
ence what sort of conditions the women live under. It provides for a clearer 
understanding and in some cases it helos to relieve so,J1e of the anxieties that 
the family may feel. Family Days allow young chi 1 dr·.:n to be re-united with 
their mothers and well as givingsome comunicatfon with the world outside of 
the walls. 

On this day, visitors are required to present identification upon their 
arrival into the institution. They are checked off in small groups of six or 
c;o and th~n pass through a walk-through scan::~r. They are al so subjected to a 
search •. They then coine through the barrier where they are re-united with the 
inmate. 

The day is well planned and co-ordinated by the Inmate Committee with the 
many departments in~ol~ed. Countless numbe~~ of volunteers helped Family Day 
to be a huge success. 

The weather· was warm and sunny with scme cloudy period~ later in the 
afternoon. Tha living units were opened in the early part o~ -:ne afternoon 
and then later on in the evening. The yard and the gym were Of.:'' .1 for visiting 
and there was afternoon enterta~1ment in the yard. Bill and '3:>b Duffy along 
with out nwn Judy Geehan and Brenda Webb pla:·ed a variety of guitar tunes 
.,,hich was followed b.v an -outdt'or bar-b-que. Yn the cver.ing, the group Gemini 
performed J ?fvely set of tunes; the most familiar request was by an inmate 
c..10 dedicated to the Warden, G~orge C~ron. The request was "Please Release 
Me". 

It is at this time, 11Tightwire" whhes to say tha!'lks to the many people 
involved in a11 the co-ordinating ailci the cooking f:,r this special day. 
Thanks, also, to all of th~ volunteers who helped arrange all of the final 
details. So, Hats Off to them and everyone involved with this year's Family~~ 
DQ. ~-
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RAIN fs'.AGIC 

Waves of joy rang throughout the celebrating streets of Mount Olympiad. 

Inside the Temple of Zeus, two r~ds studied earth by means of a large 
crystal that was flush with the pink and white marble floor. The clear stone 
was seventy feet thick, and seven feet across. The magical stone had been re
cently used by the couple to create the planet. 

11Isn1 t ft breath-taking? 11 Athainus said, looking at earth, then at her 
father, Apollo. 

"It truly is, my dear", he agreed. Then: "The whole planet brings much joy to 
our city. The lon11ness our people felt for so long has now been brought to 
an end. 11 

"See father, how,earth glitters, like the Grand Opal that lies in our Hall of 
Gems ! But you know, with out man and woman; the greatest gem, it wou 1 n' t 
glitter at all." 

Her deep b 1 ue eyes, the co 1 our of star sapphires, beamed with p 1 easu re 
and pride at their creation. 

Suddenly, the streets of Mount Olympiad became qui et. A young handsome 
boy barged through the doors of the Temple. 

"Father! Father!" he shouted, short-winded. 

"Son! What's the meaning of this rude entrance?11 Apollo scolded, as the lad 
ran to hf s side. 

"Look!" Something had gone wrong! Earth is dyfng!" he pointed at the crys
tal. 

Apollo and Athainus peered closer. The boy was right! The plant life 
was withering and turning brown. The animals were bawling towards the heav
ens, and man •••••• 

"Nooo!" cried Athafnus. 

Their creation was slowly dying in front of their eyes. Her heart-broken 
grief erupted into. tears that dripped onto the face of the crystal. 

Her tears travelled through the long stone, burst forth at the other end, 
and showered earth with a rejuvenating rain. 

Man and animal drank. Joy rang throughout the city again. 

The Sun god, Ra, smiled and gave birth to the Aquarius cycle. 

Soon after, Athainus's name was changed to Arafb, which in a god's tongue 
means: by her tear, a rain was magically created. 

Philip Conway 
Collins Bay 
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CotllENTS ON A POETRY READING WITH BRONWEN WALLCE 

by: Brenda Adams 

Bronwen Wallace, published poet and film-maker, came to visit P4W, on 
July 17, for an informal poetry reading. Pieces from her first book, "Marry
ing Into The Family", as well as poems from a new book 11Sf gns of the Former 
Tenant" (Being released by Oberon, next fall) were read with the intensity of 
a classic folk heroine. The discussion that ensued included comments on the 
works of women in attendance as as well as some personal history. 

The men at Col lfns Bay and Mil lhaven have had the pleasure of viewf ng 
11Al1 You Have To Do", which Bronwen co-directed. This one-hour film, center
ing on the experiences of young woman dying of cancer, won a Red Ribbon at the 
1982 American Fflm Festival. Ms. Wallace also co-directed "What's She Been 
Doing Lately", a 15-minute video tape on women and work. 

Bronwen's poems are appearing regularily in such literary magazines as 
"Eventlt, 11Descart11

, 
11Fireweed", "Canadian Forum11

, "Prism International 11
, and 

"Matrix". Her works have also been included in anthologies such as "Going For 
Coffee" (ed. Tom Wayman; Harbour, 1981); "Anthology of Magazine Verse" (ed. 
Alan P. Pater, Monitor, 1980 & 81); and 11AnytMng is Possible" (ed. Mary di' 
Michele, Mosaic, 1983 (Fall)). Awards include Winner, National Magazine Award 
for poetry, 1982; and Nomination, Pushcart Prize, U.S.A., 1980. 

Browen Wal lace was born in Kingston (1945). She started taking her ~etry 
:~~1ously after her son was born, about 9 years ago. She attended Queens Un
ivers;~Y: where she majored in English. Bronwen wrote some poetry as a child 
but was later inspired by a fellow poet, Tom Wayman, whose works included 
poems about plain working folk. Another one of Browen's favorites in Margaret 
Atwood. 

While in university, Bronwen's view of the world was primarily based on as
sumptions. The reading involved with the English courses forced her to look 
at a side of the world she thinks she might otherwise have missed. Her poetry 
deals with and talks about women's lives. Bronwen enjoys writing about women, 
how our daily lives connect. and how lonely people feel inside. She notes how 
people really deny themselves. Her work portray a deep insight into other 
people's experiences as well as her own. 

T~e following exam~le of Bronwen's style clearly depicts how deep thfs under
standing really fs: 



THE WOON IN THIS POEM by Bronwen Wallace 

The woman in this poem . 
lives in the suburbs 
with her husband and two children 
each day she waits for the mail and 
once a week receives 
a letter from her lover 
who lives in another city 
writes of roses wann patches 
of sunlight on his bed 
"come to see me11 he pleads 
"I need you11 and the woman 
reaches for the phone 
to dial the airport 
whe will leave this afternoon 
her suitcase packed 
with a few light clothes 

But as she is dialing 
the women in this poem 
remembers the pot roast 
and the fact that it is Thursday 
she thinks of how her husband's face 
will look when he reads her note 
his body curling sadly toward 
the empty side of the bed 

She stops dialing and begins 
to chop onions for the pot roast 
but behind her bac~ the phone 
shapes itself insistently 
the number for airline reservations 
chants in her head 
in an hour her children will be 
home from school and after that 
her husband will arrive 
to kiss the back of her neck 
while she thickens gravy 
and she knows that 
all through dinner 
her mouth will laugh and chatter 
while she walks with her lover 
on a beach somewhere 

She puts the onions in the pot 
and turns toward the phone 
but even as she reaches 

~ 0 is thinking of 
her aa~~hter's piano lessons 
her son's dental appointment 

Her ant1s fall to her side 
and as she st,.•,js there 
in the middle of her spotless kitchen 
we can see her growing 
old 11 ke this 
and wishing for something, anything 
to happen we could have her go 
mad perhaps and lock herself 
in the closet, crouch there 
for days her dresses withering 
around her like cast-off skins 
or maybe she could take 
to cruising the streets at night 
in her husband's car 
picking up teenage boys 
and fucking them in the back seat 
we can ever imagine 
finding her body 
dumped in a ditch somewhere 
on the edge of town. 

Bronwen Wallace was born in Kingston, Ontario. She is 
the author or Marrying Into Tbe Famfly (Oberon, 1980) 
which was part of a double book with Muy di Michc:lc, 
and Slgn.s of tbe Former Tenant (Oberon, 1983), as well 
as the wlnner of the National Magazine Awa.rd for 
Poetry, 1980. 
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PRISON FOR WOMEN 

HISTORICAL SKETCH 

The first female inmates in the Canadian Penitentiary system date back to 

1835, the first year of operation of the Kingston Penitentiary, when a female 
u:iit was established in the north wing. This unit continued in operation 
until the early 19001 s when a new building with a wall around it was built for 
female inmates, separate from buildings housing male inmates, but still within 
the perimeter walls of the Kingston Penitentiary. Although the bulk of female 
offenders were housed in the female unit of the Kingston facility, a few in
mates from the maritime provinces were held in units in St. John, Halifax, and 
finally in the Dorchester Penitentiary when ft was built in 1880. These fe
male inmates from the maritime provinces were shuffled back and forth between 
the existing maritime unit and the Kingston Penf tentiary as was most pol it
ical ly expedient, until 1923, when the Dorchester unit was finally closed and 
the remaining inmates and staff were transferred to the Kingston Penitentiary 
pending the building of the new women's prison. 

As early as Confederation year, 1367, the Warden's report from the King
ston Penitentiary reconnnended a seperate women's prison outside the walls ~f 

the Kingston Penitentiary. Such reports continued until 1925, when as the re
sult of the Nickle Report of 1922, construction finally began on a new women's 
' 
#tfson outside the walls ,of the Kingston Penitentiary on a site a short di~-
~~nce away on Sir John A. MacDonald Boulevard. This building which became 
k~own as the Prison for Women, first housed an overflow of male inmates frpm 
the Kingston Penitentiary, but finally opened its to female inmates January 
?4, 1934. Although renovated and expanded in the intervening years, this grey 
Times tone ed1ff ce has remained to this day, the only federal penitentiary for 
women in Canada, and the third 1n a series of female facilities establish~d 
under the federal penitentiary system. 
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The new wcmen's prison consisted of a T-shaped comp1ex, surrounded by a~ 
imposing 16 foot limestone wall. No towers were constructed in the wall, but 

10 feet of wire fabric and 6 lines of barbed wire topped the wall and added 
height. The front section, incorporated as part of the perimeter wall became 
the main administration bLJ11ding, and also contained the living quarters for 
the matrons, a hospital, and chapels. The long cell block attached to form 

the base of the T, and located within the perimeter wall, contained singlP. 
.-cell accommod,rtfon for 100 inmates, an industrial sewing room and a laundry • 
. The complex had a staff of approximately six matrons and was administered by a 
superv1s1ng matron under direction of the warden of the Kingston Penitent
iary. 

This continued until, in 1960, Miss I. J. MacNefll, a veteran in the cor
rectional field, was appointed the first Superintendent. The Prison for Women 

then evolved into a separate institution, administered by the Superintendent 
who was responsible to the Commissioner of Penitentiaries. The Superintendent 
was given all of the discretionary powers delegated to a Warden, but the King
ston Penitentiary retained responsibility for such services as annual est;

mates, accounting, administration of personnel, rations, maintenance and extra 
manp~wer resources. 

In 1962, the administrative services fonnerly proviGed by the Kingstor: 
Penitentiary were transferred to the Collin I s Bay Peni tentf ary, another fed
eral institution loc~ted in Kingston. As problems were encountered with this 
division of se~vfces, the terms of reference were redrafted after consultatior. 
with the Commissioner, the Regional Director, and the Superintendent. On 
December 1, 1965, under the newly negotiated tenns of reference, the 
Superintendent, Miss MacNeill, became responsible to the Regional Director for 

the "administration of the Prison, custodial control and correcti.onal training 
of the inmates and for the direction and discipline of the. sta~f, with full 
powers of Warden for these purposes". Although Miss MacNefll retired a short 
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t;me later, she has retained the distinction of being the only woman to be 
~Jrden of the Prison for Women. Through her work in establishing autonomy for 
the institution, a new era began for the treatment and training of the federal 
female offender in Canada, a process which has continued to evolve to the 
present day. 

The next years saw a dramatic change in the staff establisment and pro
gramming within the institution. A new living area to accommodate 50 inmates 
,n single rooms was built to lessen the crowding and gymnasium-auditorium unit 
was added to the complex. French speaking staff were added to assist French 
speaking inmates from Quebec, and a pass or temporary absence program came in
to existence. As a result of political pressure on the federal government by 
groups such as The Elizabeth Fry Sociaty, and the Ouimet Royal Commission Re
port, which noted pressures of separation from the family and community for 
f nmates who were transferred long distances to Kingston, federal-provincial 
agreements came into existence allowing some of the federal female inmates to 
serve their sentences in their home provinces and al lowing provinces to send 
certain high rfsk inmates to the Prison for Women. 

i,i 1966 a special drug treatment unit for female addicts was established 
in the Matsqui Institution in British Columbia housing a group of federal fe
male offenders. In 1971 this unit was closed and this special group was trans
ferred to the Prison for Women along with a staff member. As th~se inmates ttad 
s~ecial privileges not prev;ously extended at the Prison for Women, ft became 
necessary to equalize the difference in privileges. As a result, privileges 
and programs at the Prison for Women were expanded ~nd the fonner inmate uni
form disappeared. For the first time, inmates at the Prison for Women were 
permitted to wear their own clothing, a practice which today is unique in the 
federal system. 

The population of female inmates at the Prison for Women has continued to 

fluctuate widely while the provinces have attempted to assess the needs, 



services, and polit;cal implications of hous; ng the federal female offender. 

The problem of how best to provide for this small number of female inmates, 

serving long sentences, requiring varying levels of security, and from diverse 

backgrounds and geographic areas has persisted in being a major problem for 

the provinces and the Federal Government, a problem that has extended for well 

over 100 years. Many studies, reports and Royal Commissions have addressed 

the issues but to date no totally satisfactory solution has been found to 

offer a practical alternative to the Prison for Women that will provide a com

prehensive level of service to this heterogeneous group of offenders, which is 

economically feasible. 

Meanwhile, the Prison for Women, physical facility, has continued to ex

pand and improve. A new concrete wall to replace the aging limestone wall and 

enlarging the enclosed area has recently been completed. A family visiting 

unit is also completed and a multi-purpose activity building has also been 

constructed, while new segregation, hospital and kitchen units are being fin

alized on the drawing board. 

The staff establishment has continued to grow. Four divisions operate 

within the institution with a total staff of 12~ to provide a broad range of 

programs and services. The inmate population served at this time is in the 

low seventies, allowing for a high staff-inmate ratio. 

The Prison for Women fs administered today as a multi-security level in

stitution and is recognized within the Correctional Service of Canada as a 

special facility. The basic problems encountered in operating this institut

ion are unique within the Canadian correctional system. as no other institu

tion in the s.;stem serves a more diversified population within a single oper

ating unit. The historical problem of which governing ~ency, the province or 

the federal _gover-nment1 can most adequately care for the federal female offen

der, has never been resolved. 
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While many federal female offenders are at this time housed under fed
eral-provincial agreements in their home provinces, the Prison for Women con
tinues to serve as the only federal penitentiary for women in Canada, and will 
probably continue as such until a more practical and economically feasf bl e 
solution is found to the long-standing problem of where, and how best, to pro
vide services to the federal female offenders under sentence of the courts. 

□□ □ non o □ □ 
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THE BLACK SHEEP 

The black sheep 
is growing grey hairs 

_· From t,oo much worrying 
Over how he fares 
With his family. 

Radical they call him, 
Un'fi t to carry the family name, 
R~f~~ing to admit that deep down 

:: That they love him just the same. 

The black sheep greys 
Within his own wisdom 
Knowing he is forgiven 
For his sins and misgivings 
In God's kingdom 

Barbara Gisele Gregory 

c l2LJ.£ L. , ,._. ~'18 f , .. "B vr 
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HURT-N-PAIN 

If only you could climb inside 
to feel my soul and mind 
then maybe you coul-d understand 
the ~ay I feel for you, and how 
confusect·•r am, lost within lllYSelf 
for I kndw how much yoti 
love and care 
and feeling the hurt and pain 
I've brought into your life 
for it hurts to love someone 

Frankie 
P4W 
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REPORT ON THE ABOLITION CONFERENCE Carl Stieren 

There was so large a crowd at the registration table at the University of 
Toronto·'s Trinity College on May 26 that the International Conference on Pris
on Abolition had to start half an hour late. 

The nearly 400 people who participated in or reported to the conference 
ranged from Quaker prison visitors in New York to law professors from Aus
tralia and Norway. 

The keynote speakers Thursday night introduced the three main tracks of 
the Conference: Edgar Epp, Executive Director of Mennonite Central Colllllittee 
of Saskatchewan and former superintendent of two prisons, talked about 11Ana
lyzi ng the System". Rev. Virginia Mackie, of the National Council of Churches 
;U.S.) Task Force on Criminal Justice, spoke about 11How to Get There". Frank 
Dunbaugh, former U.S. Deputy Secretary of Justice for Civil Rights during the 
school desegregation period, spoke about 11How Will Abolition Work". 

11The inmate who wants to get through prison alive and heal thy does not 
dare to become rehabilitated", Epp explained. "There is no way a large prison 
can rehabilitate prisoners. 

11The prison sentence 200 years ago were at maximum six roonths; we have 
since increased the length of sentences. If it doesn't work, instead of 
checking our diagnosis, we simply increased the medicine". 



" 

Virginia Mackie emphasized the need for a caring community and set forth 
three essential values needed to get there from here: 1) economic and social 
justice - ·"recognizing the ties between prison and race and class"; 2) concern 
for the victims; and 3) reconciliation. 

Frank Dunbaugh said bluntly "one of the answers to prhons fs to el imin..: 
ate poverty". One alternative to the absolutism of our justice system might 
be to use negotiation the way some Native Peoples in North America did. 

"They would negotiate with a person and negotiate, negotiate, negotiate; 
they would keep on negotiating as long as the person wanted to negotiate". 

This system stands in sharp contrast to the response of the U.K., which 
sent an entf re fleet, to recapture the Falklands/Mal vi nas Isl and from Argen
tina in June 1982 rather than submit the case to the U.N. for binding arbitra
tion or negotiating with the Argentinian government. 

As the conference got under way, there was hardly a single workshop with
out at least one Native Person and one ex-prisoner participating. Their pres
ence changed the nature of the conference from the academic to the real. 

Art Solomon, a native leader from Sudbury, Ontario, spoke the poetry of 
his heart at the conference: 

"The prison system in North America is a blasphemy in the face of God, 
It calls itself a correctional system, but 1t corrects nothing." 

"That system is building a bomb by doubling and tripling the number of 
prisoners in its cells." 

"And that bomb will blow up in its face. 11 

"The Native Nations of this land had no prisoners." 

"We did not put fences around that which we could not own." 

Tom Mathieson,. professor of the sociology of law at the University of 
Oslo, shared some Scandinavian experiences. 

While Norway certainly does have prisons and they are full of people, the 
incarceration rate fs 40 per 100,000. That rate is 215 per 100,000 in the 
U.S.; 110 tu 120 in France and West Germany, 60 to 65 in Sweden, and only 25 
in Holland. Canada has a rate of about 100 per 100,000. 

The grand ffnale at the conference was a play, "Show me a Prison", per
fonned by a cast of both students at McArthur College of Queen's University fn 
Kingston and some prisoners from the Kingston Pen. The play began with an at
tempted murder and proceeded to the imprisonment and swal lowfog up of the 
prisoner by the system. The play's title comes from a song by Phil Ochs - a 
song which ends with the chorus, 11 there but for fortune go you and I. 11 
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AN ANALYSIS OF PRISONS 

Following is one of the speeches given at the International 
Conference on Prison Abolition. This presentation was part of the panel 
discussion on Thursday night. The speaker, Edgar Epp, is presently director 
of MCC (Sask.}. He has been involved in the prhon system as guard, warden 
and deputy minister of corrections ( B .c.) Edgar pointed out why prisons 
cannot work: 

To analyze the system would of course be such a monumental task that 
anyone would be foolish to even attempt it, and especially in the twenty 
minutes that are a 11 oca ted to me this evening. One wou 1 d have to begin with 
such questions as 11Who makes the laws?", "Who has the power to enforce these 
laws?" To hire people to do that enforcement? Who can afford clever or 
competent lawyers to defend them? Who decides the fonn or the severity of 
punishment? Certainly we know that poor people don't make the laws. Young 
people don't make laws. Ethnic minority people in our country do not make 
laws. And yet when we look into our prisons we find poor people, 
predominantly, poor people, young people and the ethnic minorities. And I 
suppose one could raise a further question and that is if poor people wrote 
the laws, might it be possible that the causing of poverty or to keep one in 
poverty would be as much a criminal offence as it is to steal. An in partial 
answer to that I would say that if all people who evade income taxes or who 
pad their expense accounts were caught and convicted and sentenced to prison 
we would soon believe that crime is a middle class and upper middle class 
problem. For it is, I am sure, a fact that more property is taken through 
fraud, embezzlement, and these kinds of crimes that are not concrete but that 
can be done in the abstract, than by all robberies put together. 

It is a fact that more damage is done to people through drunk 
driving than through all assault and murders put together. But the task that 
I have taken on this evening is to look at the prison system which really 
represents approximately 1.3 per cent of all crime for we have something like 
a 5 per cent conviction rate in both Canada and the United States. I want to 
take a look at that end where we eventually put those who are in the most 
readily detected, the most readily prosecuted and the lix>st readily put where 
we can forget about them; our prisons. And if I were to try to answer the 
question, 11Why do we have prisons?". I think the answer would be fairly 
simp1e. Anyone who knows the history of how prisons came into being, not in 
tenns of when they were used primarily to hold political prisoners or to hold 
poor people who could not pay their debts, and we're still of course doing 
that today. In one survey that I caused to have taken in one of our Canadian 
provinces, we found that one of our prisons had 74 per sent of its admissions 
in for non-payment of fines. We still have debtors prisons. But I'm losing 
my trend of thought ••••• 

Prisons were used for those purposes and to hold people until they 
could be punished. And it's really only fairly recent history - some 200 
years - that prisons have been used as punishment. And why we still have them 
after ft has been proven for 200 years that prisons are failures is pure and 
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simply because - bee;~ des the fact tha~ we are stupf d - that we have come to 
believe in them. Even though they dv represent only 1.3 per cent of crime and 
even though some 98 per cent (and th1s is a Canadian fi~•."'e. The figure is 
somewhat lower in the United States) of those who go into ~risons are going to 
come back into the community. We don't seem to thirk lo~kally about the fact 
that for every 100 prisoners who went in the front door this mJrning, or when
ever today, 98 were pushed out the back door. without the same fanfare that 
our headlines gdve to thoc;e who went in. And so it's really only a revolving 
door. A warehc,1.1se where goods wi 11 eventually come out - what if they are 
more spofl ed? 

I do no: !lclieve there is ar.y good research or helpful research done on 
exactly the extent to whicli a crLne problem among those who have been through 
that system has ·in effect been caused by the system 1tse1 f. And that I s get
ting at the point which I wish to ma~e this evening. The prison itself. 

People who work in prisons ana very freque~tly the inmates, the prisoners 
themselves, go through that system without really understanding what the sys
tem is doing to them. And I hope that I can help to understand that a little 
bit better. What I'm about to say becomes intensiff ed with the size of the 
prison, the larger the more you will find this to be the case. With the 
length of the sentence. the longer the sentence the more this w111 be the 
case. And that is this. Every inmate who comes into prison on admission 
poses a threat to the other inmates. The other inmates have a vested interest 
in knowing who this person is. Is he planted here? And I '11 use 11he11 simply 
to be consistent but the same holds true for women prisoners. Who is this 
person? Is he planted here? Is he someone who we can trust to keep his mouth 
shut? And not to give away the kinds of secrets which inmates must keep from 
the administration? You know such things as whose pl annf ng to go over the 
wall? Or who is hiding a knife in his cell? Or where is the hootch? Or 
which staff person will kite things in and out? Where is cur pipeline for the 
drugs? and so on. 

The new inmati! mi sht be somebody who would give away that infonnation. 
And so it becomes v~ry im)ortant that every new inmate be brought into line as 
quickly as possible. And it will happen in different ways. But it might hap
pen something like this. Let's say they have a cafeteria style of -- for eat
ing. And an inmate win be jostled in line. Or as they're lining for their 
work assignments there w-il ~ be some shoving and pushing. Somebody wi 11 be 
told to watch it. Something wiil happen that will throw a little fear into a 
new inmate who may already be full of fear. Some time after that incident 
some other inmate or inmates will sit down with the new inmate or the new ad
mission and there will be a discussion. It may go something Hke, 11I heard 
you had a Httl e ruffle the other day11 or "You know, this 1s a pretty rough 
place." By the time that discussion takes place, there will already be a kind 
of dossier on the new inmate. Key inmates in the institution will know who 
this person is. Who are his friends inside and outside. What he's in for. 
Is it the kind of crime th:it we can respect? Because there is certainly in 
that prison Merarchy the feeling that there has got to be somebody who is 
1 ower than I am. So they have their own pecking ord~r in terms of the k 1 nds 
of crimes that are co111!11itted and other criteri~. 
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And at that point a kind vf bargain may be struck. Don't kid yourself, 
every large prison has a protection racket, among the inmates themselves. And 
new admissions will fit int,, there scmewhere. And if they are not part of 
those who protect, thay· will be part of those who pay for protection. And I 
have seen even· a Kawasaki bike turneu over to another inmate, legal papers 
drawn up in a lawyer's office, done by friends on the outside, that was pay
ment for protection during this pe~son's stay in Haney Correctional Centre. 

It may be cigarettes~ very frequently, quite conunonly it will be sexual 
favours. One pays for on~•s protection. t,ow, if the inmate wants to stay 
alive and healthy in the institution he will pay for that protection on time. 
As required. I 1m sure there are many people who have shaken their heads and 
wondered why does this person try to escape just two days before he was to be 
parolled? Well, I'll tell you why. He didn't pay for his protection or his 
gambling debt. And he was told he liad to pay before they spring you or they 
carry you out. Which way do you want it? And when one is faced with that 
kind of alternative one very often gambles on being able to get away undetect
ed, be shot at by somebody who might miss than to stay inside where they won't 
miss. 

And every inmate also knows that fn order not to be fingered - and they 
don't have nice, formal courts in which our little games can be played - the 
inmate has to appear at all times to be free of any kind of suspicion. Even 
spending too much time in the chaplain's office can put one under suspicion. 
Befng too cosy with one of the counsellors, unless as happened in that inci
dent in e.c. pen, the counsellor is one who identifies strongly with prisoners 
rights that. in thfs case, she doesn't get along with some of the other 
staff. 

You see what I'm saying? Do you hear it? An inmate who wants to get 
through prison alive and healthy does not dare to become rehabilitated. There 
is no way that a large prison can devise a rehabilitative atmosphere. Because 
the~e <b'namics are at work. And ft is into that kind of situation that we ar.e 
condamni ng men and women. The ff rs t prison sentences two hundred years ago 
were at maximum six months. That was considered to be the longest possible 
punishment by imprisonment. It didn't work until we dcubled it and tripled it 
and what used to be six mnths can now be 25 years. And it doesn't work any 
better. And instead of ~hec!<ing our df agnosis we have simply increased the 
medicine. And I'm suggesting simply that ft can't work. And that all the 
ca 11 s for more profess i ona 1 staff for better tra f nf ng, for better programs, 
are simply band-aid nieasures to keep this system going and ft still won't 
work. 

There is really no alternative but to get rid of the system and to begin 
with something else. 
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.,TTiUTION MODEL OF PRISON ABOLITION 

MORATORIUM 
·~m Mok£ PR I Su:~~! 1he present move of the Canadian government appears to 

be "i:o bui1d more but smaller prisons. Past experience in Canada and other 
pl aces is that whe~ t:d s happens both the old and the new prisons are needed 
to cage the increi'sed number of prisoners that seem to be found every time a 
new prison opens. A 111oratori um would move to abolish the bui 1 ding of any new 
prisons. One tactic of the rrivratori um is to attempt to cut off funding for 
the design and bu1ldir.g of such places. 

DECARCERATE 
EMPTY tH£ PRISONS OF THOSE NOW THERE! There are several ways this may be 

moved on. These .:nclu~~= 
-abolishing parole 3,.d go to short set times for offences 
-create sentence rev~ew boards with the aim of releasing most of the inmates 
into the comunity 
-provide options for those now in prison to make restitution 1n lieu of 
finishing sentence 
-use parole contracts for negotiating terms of realease 
-educate prisoners and lawyers to use any legal petitions available and put 
pressure on the government on issues like amnesty, pardons etc. 
-make decriminalization of offences (possession of drugs etc.) retroactive. 

Uncarcerate 
Slop PUTTING f-EOF'LE IN JAIL NOW! This can be done in various ways 

including: 
-decriminalize various crimes now cluttering the courts and 
prisons--possession of drugs, prostitution etc. 
-abolish pre-trial detention and bail. 
-make greater use of conditional and absolute discharges, ffnes, restitution, 
community service orders. 
-greatly develop ~cmmunity parole with decreased work loads for .parole 
officers who should be helpers not police. 
-develop comunity a~ternatives to sentencing now used. 
-establish legal prec~dents for such sentencing. 

Restra·int of the Fe-·, 
There are a very smal 1 percentage of lawbreakers who need to be limited 

in movement for per1ods of time in their lives, a monitoring and review 
procedure shou 1 d be es tab lf shed with the goa 1 of working out the best and 
least restrictive, most humane option for these people so ·they may be 
restricted fo:· the shortest peroi d of time. 

Building the Carin~ Communit, 
For prison a olitiono become a reality, alternatives must exist. 

Prisoners, victims and others must be empowered to take responsibility for 
their own 1f ves. Prisoners need support and al 1i es. Above al 1 they need 
services in their co1;uri.rnfties--health, educational, vocational, residential, 
counselling and legal services, jobs--which sould be available not only for 
prisoners but for all people. Some ways to build the caring conanunity 
include: -
-developing a network of community support services. 
-support ex-prisoner a,,d peer-assistant groups and centres. 
-develop victim-assistance, restituti~n and compensation programs. 
-develop co11111unity mediation centres. 
-develop co11111unity ew.~owerment programs such as CLASP and PASS. 51 
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Items of Concern for the Corrections CMDUnfty 
Jake Friesen 

1. After founding the Toronto Bail Program and serving as its director for 
three and one half years, Ruth Morris has been fired. 

Three and one half years ago when the Corrections ministry wanted to build a 
new jail to accomodate the growing number of prisoners expecially those wait
ing for trial, Ruth Morris persuaded them instead to start a bail program. 
Her experience as well as that of other Quakers taught them that many of the 
people waiting in jail for their trials could well be on the street given pro
per supervision. 

The progaram was set up with Ruth as director and members of three community 
agencies forming its board of directors. With the growth of program, th board 
decided that it should be representative of the whole convnunity rather than 
operating under direction of the three founding groups. Slowly the makeup of 
the board changed and friction grew between board and director. This spring 
it came to a head over Ruth's hiring of a day parollee and Ruth had to go. 

The reasons for firing Ruth, the board said, were the hiring of a parollee and 
Ruth's high profile in the abolitionist movement. These things they argued, 
were creating distrust and therefore putting the program in jeopardy. An irr
esolveable difference in philosophies seems to be the real reason. Ruth had 
always put the interests of the clients first in her work. When she felt that 
the rights of prisoners or people under arrest were violated, she did not hes
itate to probe into the matter, thereby sometimes raising the hostilities of 
other parts of the legal system. When her bail workers reported that people 
being held in pol ice cells and court cells were not given proper meals• she 
investigated. When overcrowding became a normal event, she organized the 
Toronto cormnunity to protest it. And this winter when plans for a new jail 
were discussed, she again added her influence in opposing it. We have not yet 
exhausted the community options. she maintained. When she hired the parolleem 
the board objected saying that someone who was still on parole could hardly be 
trusted to supervise others. Ruth disagreed, pointing to his good references 
and his good work as a volunteer. According to Ruth. the issue was one of 
discrimitation against parollees. 

Throughout the process, the actions of the board seemed questionable and un
der!-anded, so that the Toronto Justice Council called for an investigation. 
But possibly the greatest shock came with the news of one of the judge's per
sonal interferenct:. Judge Lewis, the husband of one of the board members. 
threatened to boycott the bail program and to persuade other judges to do so. 
That month the use of the bail program dropped dramatically, a fact later used 
against Ruth Morris • 
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But QCJJ asnd many others in the Toronto justice community have another con
cern. They fear that the bail program may slowly stop serving those who would 
otherwise end up in jail and cater to those who otherwise would be released on 
their own recognizance. They fear that Ruth Merris' firing is a step in that 
direction. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * 
Other items of concern are: 
2. Overcrowding fn prisons remains an issue. The Toronto based Committee to 
Alleviate Pr1 son Overcrowding is organf zing several events for thh fall 
starting with a strategy meeting on September 28. They are inviting people 
from across Ontario representing as many agencies as possible to come. If you 
can come, let us know by September 13. 

Also OPSEU, the guard's union, in conjunction with the Canadian Civil Liber
ties Association is challenging the overcrowding of prisons before the courts 
hoping to stop the practice of cvercrowdi ng. QCJJ has endorsed this action 
noting our own concern that the alternative fs not new construction but com
munity programs. 

3. 8111 S-32, the bill to amend mandatory supervision is still before the 
courts. Many groups have protested it and the So11citor General has been 
forced to make some changes to improve it. At the same time he has added an 
amendment to it that would legalize "gating". "Gating" means reasrresting a 
prisoner as soon as he or she is released on mandatory supervision. This bill 
in its new form is still before the Senate. Even with the changes it is still 
a bad bill and QCJJ has asked fts members to protest ft. 

4. Bill C-157, creating a new civil s~curfty agency is now before the House 
and fs drawing criticism from all walks of life as being oppressive. Because 
the opposition to this bill is so large and well organized. QCJJ has not made 
ft a priority. But it is requesting people to make their v:ews known to· Sol-
icitor General Robert Kaplan. · 

5. Along with this is a continuing concern about hlice harrassment and the 
use of house raids to disrupt the work of pol f tica activists. The latest 
raid was made on the office of the Bulldozer magazine under the pretext of the 
Litton investigation. No arrests were made in connection wit~ that investi
gation but the work of the staff was seriously hampered. QCJJ endorsed the 
~ress statement condemning such harrassment. 

6. Also befof'e the courts is the matter of a fair hearing before a prf soner 
can be put in segregation. The case has resulted from an incident where Len 
Desrochas was put 1n segregation as the result of a false accusation. Des
croches was not given a fair hearing, in fact was never gfven the opportunity 
to defend himself. The lawyer is arguing that before one can be put in segre
gation the accused should have a full hearing similar to that of a public 
trial. In connection with this, take note that the conference on prison abol
ition as one of its resolutions condemned all solitary confinement. I'm sure 
there will be more on this matter is handed down. 
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THE BIRD 

I hear the birds sing 
They sing -the song 
Of days gone by 
For we are of the 1101 d Way". 

The birds sing of the truth 
For they are true friends of the Indian 
They sing the song in sorrow 
For many of our people are behind walls 

The melody of the birds song 
Pierce many brother's and sister's hearts 
For we no longer walk in harmony 
Or dance to the drum with glee. 

Today the birds still sing 
Hoping we will •••••. 
Walk on-, walk on the 
Breath of our Grandfathers. 

I. Scarff 
1371 P4W 

IN MYSELF 

So many times I've looked at 11\Y, 
Own self 
And tried to figure out 
What I see 
For Anger and Revenge 
Are all that show 
Blood ridden but not 
The soul of me. 

Longer I sit to stare and peer 
I hope for just one happy me 
For only hatred I see in 
The mirror 
And sadnes5 but not 
The soul of me 

Something tells me 
It's only a piece of glass 
So whv believe what I see 
So long as 11\Y worries 
Slowly come to pass 
And happiness to replace 
The angry soul of me. 

Rose Turningrobe 
P4W 
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THE TRAPPED BEAST 
***'lrlrlr****************~*************************1rlr****** 

Beyond stone wall, within steJly cage 
a beast fs trapped and is full cf rage. 
Back and forth the trapped one paces 
still remembering freedom r.e traces 
thoughts back to when he was free. 
I can't help but think: He's just like me. 

For years and years he roamed at will 
searching for focd, the hunt, the kill. 
Laying lefsurel~' in the su.1 
the beast was owned by no one. 
Till the fateful day, into hunter's trap fell 
where he would go from there, he couldn't tell. 

The beast was tied sc tight with rope 
to struggle free, he had no hope. 
He was at the mercy of a strangers hand, 
he was taken afar, to a distant land. 
Although they tried to comfort give 
they couldn't give freedom as he had lived. 

For days he looked at their meat diet 
although he hungered, he wouldn't try it. 
After the wild free ways he did lust 
but the steely cage, he could not bust. 
He decided to eat lfter many days, 
but, in hfs heart, he'd never forget the wild free ways. 

The wild beast died just yesterday 
what caused his death, they could not say. 
Although his heart was strong beyond measure 
freedoms loss, couldn't stand the pressure. 
His thoughts recalling when he was free 
he was tortured to death by hfs memory. 
********************~********************************* 

Orville Leigh 
#271460 
Huntsville, Texas 



Wanting and waiting 
As time Passes 
I am strong 
Or at least I try 

Alone and lonely 
Amongst this crowd 
Yet I still try to be 
Fearlessly proud 

As each day goes by 
I think of my love 
Please forgive him 
You up above 

Maybe someday 
This story will end 
Then I will know 
I am l1'(Y own friend 

Where to go 
Where to turn 
In the lesson 
I shel 1 learn 

R. Turningrobe 
P4W 

.. 

HURTS 

Hurts from yesterday 
Are wounds that were never healed 
Can really be painful today 
If they were never sealed 

Their wounds are deep in the heart 
Where one cannot see 
But don't take much for the hurt to start 
Almost like a sting from a bee 

With all that I know I'd like to share 
Hurts from yesterday 
Will always be there 
If not sealed along the way. 

You are rqy friend 
Sent from above 
Smile at every 
Child that will 
Walk by 
God has sent him 
For us to meet 
That is how 
I come to be 
Just your friend 

R. Turningrobe 

R. Turningrobe 
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NATIVE EARTH 

Interview with Ron Cook as reported by Irma Scarff 

en June 23, 1983, the Native Earth Theatrical Group came into the Prison For 
Women to present the play II Who Am I? 11 The p 1 ay is based on the adopt ion of a 
young Native girl and of how she finds her way back to the people through a 
Pow-Wow. The production was enjoyed by al 1 who attended. I al so had the 
pleasure to interview Ron Cook, acting stage manager. 

Ron has been with Native Earth since January and they are ready to wrap up a 
two month tour of the Ontario region. 

Ron has been into theatre since early 1 79. Like every other dedicated artist, 
Ron someday hopes to make it big. His greatest dream is to encourage young 
people to show their. artistic talent. He would like to give them spiritual 
ambition towards the Native culture. Ron feels thfs encouragement wil 1 pre
vent a lot of hardship the individual faces until the truth of hfs or her cul
ture is discovered. 

Ron is presently starrf ng in the series 11A Time To Be Brave11
• The first seg

ment of this series has been aired on National television. Ron will begin re
hearsal of the second episode in July. 

The Native Earth cast was founded through a dance work-shop which was held in 
Toronto~ They chose a combination of people who are dedicated to the perform
., .. ,, arts which cover acting, singing and dancing. The play was a great suc
cess ..::•0 to the team work on and off stage. Ron would like to see Native 
Earth sta) ~~~other and is planning the next play entitled "Couples". 
The other cast mt ... ~ "'"'c: are as fol lows: 

David Campbell wrote and sang lyrics for the play 

Rosa Sague played the young girl 

Pazhe Keezhic played the friend . 
Melvin John played the spiritual dancer 

Barb LaBallee played the adopting mother 

Ned Benson played the spiritual guide 

In conclusion, a warm thank-you to al 1 of the cast and you have our best 
wishes for your future play. 
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This po~rn w~s written by Isabella, and given to one of her friends in the 
Native Sisterhood. 

With friendly thoughts of you ••••• 
and a very special prayer, 
That God will bless and keep you ••••• 
everyday and every where! 

In memory of a very sweet sister 
I loved her very dearly, 
she will be in '1lY heart always. 
I know she is with the Great Spirit now. 

Now she will know no tears or pain, 
she is gone for a little ·~hile and 
she is missed, and be missed always. 

With Love Always 
Cathy Turvey 

IN MEMORY OF A DEAR FRIEND Of MINE 

To ·start off this note that I decided to put into the Sisterhood paper, I 
would like to say that I am very sorry that 11\Y friend Isabella Ogima, has 
passed away. As I have become fond of her, as many of us have, I am sure of 
that. I used to sit and talk to her for hours, and when I think of her it is 
very hard to believe th~t she is no longer with us anymore. 

As an individual, I would like to say that Isabella Ogima, was a very lonely 
person. She never tried to show her feelings. She never wanted anyone to 
know her real feelings. But ft seems to me that when we would talk I sort of 
felt what it was she was trying to say. There are just not enough words to 
explain how Isabella was to ~e other than a WONDERFUL PERSON. 

Love always 
Susette Pace 
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hl' Juhm.i'n !4,•tf'llirr I .:,'i :.',' 
. 8vt: .'i:,,l 

\Vuli., W11!i,i. WA '.J:••ui;: 

·'Y111: n, .... il y11,.1 ... ;,at ,111: tr. :-1, ... ~c•J 

Ju~-l lll)W h:ird 1 '4ht:\'<:t! .:un?" 

··y li:i\ 1• 1 h11: :• ri;;l1l.'. H,t: ~erge1rnt s •• 11: 

w,ta ~m iwn,ltl!!,-!!:,· I· -,1..hy ~mile. 
By1.hL w,iy ,-. (•)"tlti 1:;l ,1mc-d .. Ht:_ itpm,~~ 

fo.1m his dudr lik._. 11 man will\ htl! i,:.t1 ... -:. 

<,n fir<! and lam!ed a;::uinst tht! 8N~~ca·,,t 
\\ ,th ,:.II r.i._ for:.:t!. k !lm•king Lhe Sergr il;; ~ 
:,,•aini-l ..i 1111 i, of rul.- ho1,kl1iw whaJ, 
t:;t'ic:id~ Jo1wo :., the floor like :l bun.:b 
of< wr,m:1.-·! pinyin~ c :irds. 

'Gt•t1tl1:m1•r~" ~nit.1 llylheway, lit,cun:~ 
;.u the Cspt3in w,t ha i-mile, •'nbou:. un,·-
tcnth thut h.,rd!" . 

What is Friendship? 

lninatcs at women' .s prison 
made Careers Day a suc(-ess 

True friend&:dp is a precious gift 

That's wonderrul and rare •••• 

Sir: The efforts and cn1hublu£m of 
l he mir.a~ and staff uf I he:: Pni.on for 
Women in planning anrl c<m,kC'ling 
their first Cert-en Day, \l,·h1rh ·,,a., hcld 
OcL L J."1.larant~ its bul'C't'M. 

I w...s fortL'lllle to h,.l\'I! had the "P
p1.1rlunity tu present ~nJ dii.,:m,·, the 
Nursmg As~.~lont and lt,<! lfoalrh Care 
Aide program, offorr.J through I he 
health scienecs department nt :;,. La1A.·· 
rt-nee CoUt-ce. I enJoyc:..l m:; ,sr,1up of ' 
vnry attentive, politu, und hc.pttful 

Its knowing someone understands 

And takes the time to care •••• 
A friend will always listen 

When you voice your hopes and tears 
For f'riends can share the good and bad, 
the laughter and the te3rs •••• 

And as the days and years go by, 

A true friend will be part, 

Of all the precious memories 
'Youz treasure in your heai-t. 

, young women. ; 

\ 
Mllny tnmal~ work"<.1 ho:'1 10 make:· . 

., this dny a succe:.s - and 1t w11st / 
'·.. /1 cJ f Fru.n Mon-is . · \... r~ 1 Kir:g.,1on 

u.11"~~- ,.- i 
...... -.... __ . -

Few people can claim a friend \>.-ho's werthy uf the name, a i'riend 

who's dear and thought!'ul too, a friend who means as much as you. 


